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LAUNCH COMPLEX 39, LAUNCH AREA B
ABSTRACT
This report presents a summary of the functional test of the liquid
oxygen system at Launch Complex 39, Launch Area B. The test was conducted
from 14 September 1967 through 18 January 1966 in accordance with GP-278,
Functional Test Plan, Liquid Oxygen System, Launch Complex 39, Launch
Area B.
i
The results of those sections of the test performed demonstrated the 	 1
capability of the components and that portion of the system to function within
the limits established by NASA design criteria.
Based on test results and data obtained, the liquid oxygen system
was accepted by the procuring agency.
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This report presents a summary of the prerequisite testing and
the functional testing of the liquid oxygen sytem at Launch
Complex 39, Launch Area B, performed from 14 September 1967
through 18 January 1968 in accordance with functional test plan
GP-278.
	1-2	 SCOPE
The summaries and data presented were obtained from verifi-
cation of prerequisite testing and the functional test of the liquid
oxygen system coin	 .mponents and piping.Y^	 Y	 p	 P  g
Deviations to the functional test necessary for the successful
completion of the test have been incorporated into the final
edition of GP-278, a copy of which is attached to this report.
	
1-3	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GP-278 Functional Test Plan, Liquid Oxygen




Functional Test Plan, Liquid Oxyge-11
System, Launch Complex 39, Launch
Area B, Section II, Prerequi sites,








Prerequisite tests wei I- performed to ensure that all testing and




The test director, reviewed all items requiring prerequisite test
to verify that procedures were available. During the performance
of each procedure, approval was obtained from Catalytic's test
director and quality control representative; the Boeing/LVO
representative; and Catalytic and NASA safety representatives. .
	
2-3	 PREREQUISITE TEST SUMMARY
Prerequisite tests, as listed below, were satisfactorily completed
prior to the functional test of the liquid oxygen system.
Vaporizer Manual Operation Test
Fill Header Leak Test
Test and Calibration of LOX Sphere Ullage
Pressure Gage, A42
Test and Calibration of Liquid Oxygen Sphere
Liquid Level Gage, A41
Storage Sphere Relief Valve Test
i
2- 3 	 PREREQUISITE TEST SUMMARY (Continued)
Functional and Calibration Test Procedure for
Power Sitmal Conditioner and Pressure Transmitter
Assembly, NPCT-2D, A180, Pad B (Ref Des 505IA65)
Functional and Calibration Test Procedure for
Power Signal Conditioner and Pressure Transmitter
Assembly, NPCT-2D, A164, Pad B (Ref Des 5051A66)
Functional and Calibration Test Procedure for
Power Signal Conditioner and Pressure Transmitter
Assembly, NPCT- IC, A94 Pad B
(Ref Des 5051A1.4)
Functional and Calibration Test Procedure for Power
Si6mal Conditioner and Pressure Transmitter Assembly,
NPCT- IH, A91, Pad B (Ref Des 5051A25)
Functional and Calibration Test Procedure for
Pressure Transmitter, NPT-12B, A148, Pad B
(Ref Des 5051A18)
Functional. and Calibration Test Procedure for
Pressure 'Transmitter, NPT-11D, A149, Pad B
(Ref Des 5051A16)
Functional and Calibration Test Procedure for
Pressure Transmitter, NPT'-12B, A151, Pad B
(Ref Des 5051A17)
Functional and Calibration Test Procedure for
Pressure Transmitter, NPT-11D, A150, Pad B(Ref Des 5051A15 )
Functional and Calibration. Test Procedure for
Pressure Transmitter, 'NPT-12A, A154, Pad B
Functional and Calibration Test Procedure for
Pressure Transmitter, NPT-11A, A155, Pad B
Functional and Calibration Test Procedure for
Pressure Transmitter, NPT-11C, A143, Pad B
2-2
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^P	 2-3	 PREREQUISITE TEST SUMMARY (Continued)
r
Functional and Calibration Test Procedure for
Pressure Transmitter, NP's`-11C, A193, Pad B
Operational Test and Adjustment of Liquid Oxygen
Main Pump, A107 Water Pressure Switch, NPS-7,
A173, Pad B (Ref Des 5051A73)
Operational Test and Adjustment of Liquid Oxygen
Main Pump, A106 Water Pressure Switch, NPS-7,
A175, Pad B (Ref Des 5051A72)
Operational Test and Adjustment of Liquid Oxygen
Replenish Punip, Al27 Water Pressure Switch,
NPS-7, A184, Pad B (Ref Des 5051A70)
Operational Test and Adjustment of Liquid Oxygen
Replenish Pump, Al26 Water Pressure Switch,
NPh --7, A186, Pad B (Ref Des 5051A68)
Operational Test and Adjustment of Liquid Oxygen
Main Pump, A107 Suction Pressure Switch,
NPS-5, A158, Pad B
Operational Test and Adjustment of Liquid Oxygen
Main Pump, A106 Suction Pressure Switch,
NPS-5, A106, Pad B
Operational Test and Adjustment of Liquid Oxygen
Replenish Pump, Al27 'Suction Pressure Switch.,
NPS`-5 1 A] 78, Pad B
Operational Test and Adjustment of Liquid Oxygen
Replenish Pump, Al26 Suction Pressure Switch,
NPS - 5, A182, Pad B
Operational Test and Adjustment of Liquid Oxygen
Main Pump Discharge Pressure Switch, NPS-2A,
A162, Pad B
Operational Test and Adjustment of Liquid Oxygeh
Replenish Pump Discharge Presst7re Switch,




	 PREREQUISITE TEST SUMMARY (Continued)
Operational Test and Adjustment Procedure for
Liquid Oxygen Propellant Control Console No. 1,
750-psi Pressure Switch, PPS-1, A557, Pad B
Test and Calibration of Liquid Oxygen Sphere
Vent and Control Pressure Switch, A87, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Liquid Oxygen 'Tank
Vent Valve, LBFV-4, A9, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Vaporizer Control Bypass
Valve, LBFV-14, A46, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Liquid Oxygen Vaporizer
Control Shutoff Valve, LBFV-18, A77, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Replenish Pump, Al27
Suction Valve, LBFV-3, A98, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Liquid Oxygen Main Pump,
A106 Suction Valve, LBFV-21, A100, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Liquid Oxygen Main Pump
A107 Suction Valve, LBFV-21, A101, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Main Line Drain Valve,
LBFV-2, A102, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Liquid Oxygen Tank Line
Vent Valve, LBFV-14, A109, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Main Line Vent and Drain
Valve, LBFV-2, A112, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Liquid Oxygen Main Line
Vent Valve, LBFV-2, A113, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Liquid Oxygen Replenish
Line Drain Valve, LBFV 13, A134, Pad B
tak _
2-3	 PREREQUISITE TEST SUMMARY (Continued)
Test Loop Procedure for Liquid Oxygen Replenish
Pump, Al26 Suction Valve, LBFV-3, A141, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Liquid Oxygen Bypass Shutoff
Valve, LBFV-16, A196, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Liquid Oxygen Main Pump,
A106 Suction Vent Valve, LBFV-14, A13, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for LOX Main Pump, A107
Suction Vent Valve, LBFV-14, A14, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Main Pump, A106
Chilldown Valve No. 1, LBFV-? 2, A28706, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Main Pump, A3.06 Chilldown
Valve No. 2, LBFV-22, A28707, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Main Pump, A107 Chilldown
t	 Valve No. 1, LBFV-22, A28716, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Main Pump, A107 Chilldown
Valve No. 2, LBFV-22, A28717, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Liquid Oxygen Replenish
Pump Precool Valve, LBFV-14, A28749, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Liquid Oxygen Replenish
Pumn Discharge Valve, LBFV-8, A28750, Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for Liquid Oxygen Replenish
Pump Discharge Bypass Valve, LBFV-13, A28751,
Pad B
Test Loop Procedure for LOX Replenish Pump Precool
Shutoff Valve, LBFV-18, A28755, Pad B
Liquid Oxygen Tank Fill 'Valve, LBFV-13, A51, Pad B
Liquid Oxygen System Valve,, LCLV-2, A136 Valve




2-3	 PREREQUISITE TEST SUMMARY (Continued)
Test and Calibration Procedure for Valve Controller,
A76, Liquid Oxygen System, Pad B
Liquid Oxygen System Controller, A76, Valve, LCLV-2,
A136, Loop Procedure, Pad B
Liquid Oxygen System Valve, LCLV-2, A197 Valve
Travel and Position Test Procedure, Pad B
Test and Calibration Procedure for Valve Controller,
A250, Liquid Oxygen System, Pad B
Liquid Oxygen System Controller, A250, Valve, LCLV-2,
A197, Loop Procedure, Pad B
LC 30B System Valve, LCLV-6, A293, Valve Travel and
Position Test Procedure, Pad B
Test and Calibration Procedure for Valve Controller,
A305, Liquid Oxygen System, Pad B
Liquid Oxygen System Controller, A305, Valve, LCLV-6,
A293, Loop Procedure, Pad B
Liquid Oxygen System Valve, LCLV-1, Al2, Valve
Travel and Positima Test Procedure, Pad B
Test and Calibration. Procedure for Valve Controller,
A73, Liquid Oxygen System, Pad B
Loop Procedure for System Controller, A73, Valve,
LCLV-1, Al2, Pad B
Leak Test of LOX Sensing Console, Liquid Oxygen
Storage Area, Pad B	 i
Leak Test of Liquid Oxygen Controller, A76, Cabinet
Assembly, Pad B
Leak and Functional Test, Liquid Oxygen System
Propeiplant Control Console No. 1, Pad B
Aft
2-3	 PREREQUISITE TEST SUMMARY (Continued)
Leak and Functional Test, Liquid Oxygen System,
Propellant Control Console No. 2, Pad B
Liquid Oxygen Pump and Clutch Bearing
Temperature Probe Calibrations, Pad B
Leak Test of Pneumatic Tubing from Control
Console to Valve Interfaces, Pad B
Liquid Oxygen System, Fenwall Temperature
Switches 1600
 F and 1700 F on Clutch Assemblies
A106 1 A107 1 Al26, and Al27
Leak Test of Liquid Oxygen Controller, A250,
Cabinet Assembly, Pad B
Test and Calibration Procedure for Liquid Sensor,
NLS-1, A28748, Pad B
Test and Calibration of Liquid Oxygen Sphere
Annular Space Pressure Gage, A34, Pad B
Leak and Functional Test of Liquid Oxygen
Gaseous Nitrogen Purge Panel




FINAL COLD ALIGNMENT OF MAIN PUMPS (LPM-1) A106, .A107 AND
REPLENISH PUMPS (LPM-2) Al26, Al27
	
3-1	 OBJECTIVE
To prove the capability of the liquid oxygen system main
pumps (LPM-1) A106 and A107 and replenish pumps (LPM-2)
Al26 and Al27 to withstand thermal shock and meet the manu-
facturers' cold alignment recommendations.
	
3-2	 METHOD
This test was performed in accordance with the procedure
in section III of functional test plan GP-278. Section III consists
of procedures for two tests: (1) Final cold alignment of main
pumps (L,PM-1) A106s. A107; (2) Final cold alignment of replenish
pumps (LPM-1) Al26, Al27.
	
3-3	 TEST RESULT SUMMARY
The liquid oxygen system main pumps (LPM-1) A106 and A107
and replenish pumps (LPM-2) A1.26 and Al27 were proved
capable of withstanding thermal shock and meeting the manu-
facturers' cold alignment recomrendations. Alignment readings
may be found in paragraph 3-5 (Test Data) of this section.
a
3-4	 DISCREPANCIES/DEVIATIONS
During the performance of this test, a leak was detected
between the LPM.-1 (A107) pump casing flange connection and
spool 136-1 inboard seal atmospheric vent line. Investigation
showed the pump casing to have imperfections. Leakage was
stopped after a special gasket was installed. For complete
disposition, refer to the liquid oxygen system LC 39B, DD-250,
item 8, line B, and credit voucher CV-0014.
kK
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January 17, 1968	 Section III, Test No, 2
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Page	 or	 Description of Deviation
Item
1
Delete these steps	 •	 '
Previous alignment readings to be *used - See NOTE: 	 {
140TE: headings from 3.6.6 thru 3.7.5 are final readings.
Previous readings taken during initial chill downs
were made without final clutch alignment, using
clutch hub as po=int of reference. For movement.
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3-5	 TEST DATA
a.	 Elevation of the 18-inch and 14-inch elbows before and
after ambient and cold alignment
A106 18" 14"
Ambient 1217/811 11' 10-9/1611
Cold 121011 11' 10-3/1011
A107 18" 14"
Ambient 12' 1/32" 11' 10-13/161'
Cold 12' 1/2" 11' 10-3/4"
I








C.	 Pump warm alignment ( ref step 3 ,, 4.5 )
A106	 A107
(1) .185	 (1) .190
(2) .104	 (2) .142
(3) .002	 (3) .0015
3-3
4-.0015.0045+.010-.033
123-5	 TEST DATA (Continued)
d.	 Motor alignment to clutch (ref step 3. 4. 8)
A106	 A107
(1) .004	 (1) .004
(2) .006	 (2) .003















































































A 126 Pump warm alignments
NOTE: All readings are with a 1/2" thick spacer at discharge at A 98 and 141,
and a 1/4" thick blind at A-133
(1) 1/4" spacer on pump discharge
1/4" spacer on pump discharge at A132
1/2" spacer on pump discharge at A132
LFH-6 staybars disconnected.
(2) Same as one (1) except LFH- 6
staybar connected.
(3) 1/4" spacer on pump discharge
1/4" spacer on pump discharge at A132
(4) 1/4" spacer on pump discharge
(5) No spacers
(6) Discharge line disconnected












	 .001 FACE,- . 007
+.017	 -.008
0	 0
- . 012 OD . 0135 +. 0015 FACE -, . 003
-.025
0	 0
- .0175 OD .0205 +.002 FACE)-.002  
-.038 	 0	 i
0	 0
	







	 +. 001 FACE -.004
-.027	 -.003
0	 0 i
.019 OD -.020 +.0015 FACIA 0035
- . 03 8	 -
 .0015
(8) Suction line disconnected
(9) Repeat step 415
(10) 3/8 1 ' spacer at pump section
flange
(11) 3/8" spacer at pump suction flange
1 /4 11  spacer at pump discharge flange
(12) Same at 41 11 without staybar
(13) 3/8 f?
 spacer at pump suction flange
1/4" spacer at pump discharge flange
1/4 11
 spacer at discharge at A-132
(14) Same; as 1113 and 127 discharge loose




































0 FACE- . 004
- . 002 5
0
0 FACE - . 0036
-.003
0
0 eFACE- : 004
- . 002
0
+.001 FACE  004
-.002
0
+. 001 OFACE- . 003
-.001
0
















(1) A. Suction line force
	





(2) A. Discharge line free	 - . 018OD -.016  +. 002FACE - . 001







(3) A. Suction line free 	







(4) Suction and discharge booked up
	





 spacer in suction line
	







 spacer in discharge line
	








 spacer in suc Lion line
	
- . 02 4((OD - .019 + .001 FACE 0021/4 11
 spacer in discharge line.
	




 spacer in suction flange
	eFACE1/41 1
 spacer in discharge flange	 - . 0155 OD - 015	 001-.003
1/2 11






Above changes made no great changes to A-126
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A-126 Pump Alignment
a) 3/8" spacer at pump suction flange
b) 1/4" spacer at pump discharge flange
c) 1/4" spacer at discharge of A-132















1/2 hr. — . 022-.029




























.011 +.6015 FaC -.002














A-126 uann with 127 chill dam 1/2 hr. - .020 - .022 +.002
nF
.00
1 hr.; - .019COD-.022 +.0015-.002
r5	 ^
ILu




















1/1 Fir. -.033	 +,002
	
3/4 hr. -.030	 +1001.
.	 1 hr. - .027	 +.002
0	 0	 i
A-126 Pump Warm with	 1/2 hr.- 019 OD	 .020	 +.002 ace° -.002





A-126 Pu Trp Wann Alignment
























A-126 Pump Cold Alignment	 .0140^
	
-.018	 + . 002	 00't50125 , 	-.016	 +.003	 Ac£- -.001
•.0].3	 -.015
^1/2 hr. -. P33	 +.001




A-127 Pump I 1Tann With	
-.0185 
0	
^-.O15	 +.0015 G .003A-126 Cold •	
1/2 hr. ft.036	 -.001
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To prove the capability of the liquid oxygen storage area
checkout box electrical circuits and associated pneumatic
controllers to function within design parameters.
	
4-2	 METHOD
This test was performed in accordance with the procedure
in section IV of functional test plan GP478.
4-3
	 TEST RESULT SUMMARY
The liquid oxygen storage area. checkout box electrical
circuits and associated pneumatic controllers were proved


















To prove the capability of the liquid oxygen system vaporizer
to pressurize the storage sphere ullage space, using the




This test was performed in accordance with the procedure
in section V of the functional test plan GP-278.
s
	5-3	 TEST RESULT SUMMARY
The liquid oxygen system vaporizer proved capable of pres-
surizing the storage sphere ullage space, using the automatic










REPLENISH PUMP (Al26) PERFORMANCE TEST
OBJECTIVE
To prove the capability of the liquid oxygen replenish pump
and ullage vaporizer to function within design parameters.
METHOD
This test was to be performed in accordance with the procedure
in section VI of functional test plan, GP-278.
TEST RESULT SUMMARY
I
The responsibility of Catalytic Construction Company top	 Y	 Y	  Y
perform section VI of functional test plan GP-278 was waived






6-5	 TEST DATA	 E
None i
6-1/6-2
„r ^iRT.h	 .'"^''6 
+' .. ` .k at,,dc,,p.^^ r	 -	 ti k ;	
^ _ Y 









REPLENISH PUMP (Al27) PERFORMANCE TEST
OBJECTIVE
To prove the capability of the liquid oxygen replenish pump and
ullage vaporizer to function within design parameters.
METHOD
This test was to be performed in accordance with the procedure
in section VII of functional test plan GP.-278.
TEST RESULT SUMMARY
The responsibility of Catalytic Construction Company to perform
section VII of functional test lan GP-278 was waived Sb , the
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SECTION VIII
MAIN PUMP (A107) PERFORMANCE TEST
	
8-1	 OBJECTIVE
To prove the capability of the liquid oxygen main pump (A107)
to withstand thermal shock, move into the recommended cold
alignment, and to pump liquid oxygen or equivalent test medium
at 5, 000 to 7, 500 gallons per minute.
	
8-2	 METHOD
This test was performed in accordance with the procedure in
section VIII of functional test plan GP-278.
:.a	 8-3	 TEST RESULT SUMMARY
The liquid oxygen main pump (A107) was proved to have the
capability to withstand thermal shock, move into the recommended
cold alignment, and to pump liquid oxygen or an equivalent test
















b.	 Cold alignment data of pump (A107) (ref step 8.4.25) 	
^y
8-5
	 TEST DATA (Continued)
C.	 A107 Pump Performance Data (Motor)
rfr _
12/6/67
Time	 Voltage Input Motor
	 Ammeter Input MotorInte rval
	 Starter	 Starter
with 4" orifice
	 1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3
1104	 4120	 4140	 4140
	 83	 85	 87
1108
	 4120
	 4130	 4130	 85	 87	 89
1112	 4120
	 4130	 4130	 87	 89	 91
1114	 4110
















	 4130	 1	 4130





8-5	 TEST DATA (Continued)
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1104 0-1000 25 23 210 235 12 16-170
1108 1000 38 23 410 410 13.4 297
1112 1500 55 23 600 593 19.41 423
1114 2000 79 -23-28 800 792 20.5 565
1117 2500 110 23-39 1005 1000 23.2 711
1120 3000 150 25-30 1200 1195 25.4 850
1122 3500 195 30-32 1400 1402 27 .5 997







8-5	 TEST DATA (Continued)














MAIN PUMP (A106) PERFORMANCE TEST
	
9-1	 OBJECTIVE
To prove the capability of the liquid oxygen plain puuip (A106)
to withstand thermal shock, to move into the recommended cold
alignment, and to pump liquid oxygen or an equivalent test
medium at 5, 000 to 7, 500 gallons per minute.
	
9-2	 METHOD
This test was performed in accordance with the procedure
an section IX of the functional test plan, GP-278.
	
9-3	 TEST RESULT SUMMARY
The liquid oxygen main pump (A106) was proved to have the
capability to withstand thermal shock, to move into the recom-
mended cold alignment, and to pump liquid oxygen or an











a.	 Warm alignment data of pump (A106) (rel. step 9.4.2).
000	 000







1 2 3 1 2 3
1402 4050 4075 4075 84 86 88
1410 4050 4075 4050 83 85 86
1420 4050 4075 4075 82 84 86
1422 4050 4075 4075 90 91 93
1424 4050 4050 4050 105 107 109
1427 4050 4050 4050 130 135 135
1.434 4000 4010 4010 184 189 188
1435 4010 4020 4020 165 162 160
c
c
9-5	 TEST DATA (Continued)
C.	 A.106 Pump Performance Data (Motor)
9-3
--	 .:.,	 t;=	 rr-—>	 -,...	 _ 77­7
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9-5	 TEST DATA (Continued)
d.	 A10+6 Pump Performance Data (Clutch)
-.110 -.0040775	 +.002
9-5	 TEST DATA (Continued)
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SECTION X




To verify the proper operation and alignment of the service
tower bridge and trolley.
	
10-2	 METHOD
This test was to be performed in accordance with the procedure
in section X of functional test plan GP-278.
10-3 TEST RESULT SUMMARY
The responsibility of Catalytic Construction Company to per-
form section X of functional test plan GP-278 was waived by
the procuring agency (ref DE-KEM-2, dated January 4, 1968).
10-4 DISCREPANCIES/DEVIATIONS
None
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The functional test plan for the liquid oxygen system storage
area presents information concerning the method of testing,
system integrity, conformance to design criteria, and opera-
tional. capability.
1.2	 SCOPE
This docurtterlt constitutes the integrated functional test program






This document is arranged so that sections I and III throu gh IX
will be bound in one volume. Section II, PREREQUISITES will be
bound in two volumes. System mechanical and electrical
drawings (figures 1-1 through 1-5) are provided at the end of
this section.
Included in this document are prerequisites, coldshock and
alit naient procedures, vaporizer perforii.mc e test (Itutoinatic
aiid im-nival_ntodc.) repicn 511 and main i)un l)S perl'orniaiwe tests.
Deviation to the sequence of tests its presented he e.in dust Ix'
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NOTE
For the purpose of this test only, liquid
nitrogen will be used instead of liquid
oxygen. In view of this, those Safety
procedures pertaining specifically to
liquid oxygen do not apply when using
liquid nitrogen,e. g. the use of non-
sparking rls is not mandatory.
1.3	 APPLICA13LE DOCUMENTS
SPECIFICATIONS
MSFC-SPEC-234	 Nitrogen, Spade Vehicle Grade,
Specification for
MSFC-SPEC-164	 Cleanliness of Components for Use in
Oxygen, Fuel, and Pneumatic Systems,
Specification for, Amendment IT
75MI3208	 Complex 39 Pad B Pneumatics System
Mechanical SI)ec:ific:a.timis
75MI4522	 Complex 3913, LOX System, Storage
and Crass-Country Mechanical
Specif ications
75M15024	 Complex 39B, LOX System, Storage
and Cross-Country, Electrical
a .fr 	 ii it
^p
_ 	 t
NUMBER: GP-278	 DATE: October 27 1967
1.3
	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS (Continued)
DRAWINGS
75M14521
	 Complex 39B, LOX System, Storage;
and Cross -Country Mechanical
75M21700
	 Complex 3913, LOX Systeiii, Storage
wid Cross-C:o l^witry Mvc-1iaiii(a1
(Sc:lic^tnatc)
75M1 5023	 Coniplox 39B, ^=a,^ectricxal, LOX
System Storage Area Installation




Complex 39 Propellant System
Safety Manual
No. 39-SU-9	 Safety Operatiiig ProcVdurV for
dlat,cd 1)cccanbcr 5, 1,966	 Lauaich Paid t±,nlol g iwy Eva(-Lia H oji




Calibration of Gauges and




	 Apollo/Saturn V Ground Safety
Plan
1.4	 T10;51' P.QUIPMIEN''
h fot• imitio n cone ,coning test egLfipmc![A i.s fouiid hi ca(-Ii se(lio i
CCC-TS-3I





27 8 	 DATE: October 27, 1967
1.5	 SAFETY (Printed unchanged from NASA Safety memos)
SAFETY PROVISIONS FOR
FUNCTIONAL TEST PLAN GP -278
1. Worlt aro as must be posted with warning stns, and only
personnel involved in actual operation are, to be permitted
in this area.
2. Safety showers and eye wash fountains are to be tested
before start of operations. Charged water hoses are to
be manned constantly by firemen in work area.
3. Area must be clean and clear of debris.
4. Valves must be tagged and log kept as to date and use
5. Dry run should be made to familiarize operators with
I)rocedures. Visual inspection is to bo made of lines,
v I lees, Hoses, etc. to en Surc their safe: worUn;; condition.
6	 Access roads will be kept open for emergency vehicle
travel.
7	 Re, I i e f valves and vents must not relieve into areas
occupied by personnel or equipment.
8.	 Electrical equipment and wiring must be Underwriters I
.Laboratory, Inc. - approved and installed per Corps
of Engineers Manual, and NASA safety requirements.
9	 After checking pro o f of hoist test, flex hoses must be
Soured and safety-ceha ned at connection. All edu pnieni
111U51, be verifio(l as to tes t pressilre,
to.	 All blincls i aserLed in the system for tcst shill be l ii;i;ed
wrl ,.ST" told removed afte i-	 has 1 K'C11 vtrlidated.
V
1 -4
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1,, 5	 SAFETY  (Continued)
11. All valves shall be tagged "TEST. t`
12. The NASA Safety Manual, the Corps of Engineer Safety
Manual, and the Catalytic Construction Company Safety
Manual Shall apply to all phases of this test.
Following are additional safety provisions to bo used as
applicable to Functional Test elan GP-4278.
1.	 Qualified personnel are to be used for the performance
of the procedure.
2.	 Safety equipment required shall include but not be limited
to





3.	 Applicable docuMcnts shall include:
a. KMI 1710. 1 Attachment A, The KSC General Safety
Plan.
b. KMI 1710.5 Safety Training.
cs. K-V-053 Apollo/Saturn V-Ground Safety Plan
4 .
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1. 5	 SAFETY (Continued)





In addition to the requirements specified in T. D. 00-25-223,
pneumatic flex-hoses 1--inch or less in diameter and
pressurized to 150 psig or greater, must be restrained %vitl
approved clamps or chains at each end, across each union,
and secured every six .feet of run.
7. All hydrostatic testing is to be verified.
8. Special Safety requirements:
..	 PA announcements are to 1w made prior to venting.
1),
	
	 Precautionary measures are to be tal^vn during leak




Verification is to be made that once a repair is made
on a system it will be repressurized in increments
and not returned directly to previous failure pressure.
d.
	
	 There are to be precautionary notes made that repairs
will not be attempted on a pressurized system,
9.	 The pressure rating of systems and their associated safety=
factors art: to be followed,
10.	 Sirf(<1.y I-o(jtiirenlen1.s and ,sl)vcial stippoi-t	 is ro(ILOred by SOP
1139- S'V - 12 cal' .K-V-053 will ,ipply. 	 1 ,1,eqUired Sc ► i)1a01 • t Sha11 tK
coordinated through CSO 24 hours prior to sc"hedliled opt'ration.
11.	 Face, shields will be worn by personnel while lwrfornii ►1; ` leak
checks, - disconnecting; lines, components, venting, during
validation of pressurized pneumatic systems, liquid oxygen
flows, or as directed by supervision.
CCC -TS -31
1-f
NUMBER GP-278	 GATE; October V., 1967
zf
1.5	 SAFETY (Continued)
12. All personnel Will stand clear of test specimens and
test 1'ixft res while proof pressures are being applied
or relieved.
13. Use only Doses, valves, fittings, , lines, (,md regulators
that have been tested and certified aecopt,(talc, for tho
pressure to be used,
14
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1. 6 	 SA FETY OPEH,AUNG PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM
1. (. l	 GENt''RAL PROPERTIES Liquid Ox"ygon
141. Alal)cI:tr^uic.c^,
	
Pai0 blue t1,tnspal-ellt i quiet, 	 l'.lc)1^r5 like
water, 1/6 heavier than water, no o(lor.
	
At atniost)tic'1'ic
pressure, it vaporizes at -297 0F., with an 662-fold
increase in volume.
	
Presents a hazard from the standpoint
of pressure when confined.
b. St ).bility.	 LOX is chemically stable, no t shock-sensi tive
and will not decompose.	 LOX, mixed with nlost orp-,,Inic
substances, May be de tonated by shock, theretcl ro,
_ ('.(ll1h)n)illation 111ust be avoicled,f
-	 C. Chc inica-I Natt.lrc .	 WX is	 I sli , 00t- oxiAiz,c l 	 wllicll
vit OJ-0L1	 Iy Sclt)l)01't5 c;oMIMS 1 40)11.	 If is hit;llly rV',1CtiV0 with
all c oinbustiule nilt.terials and with niany iion-c • onil)ustible	 r
it-tatc rials, in a finely divided state, if ally SOLIT 	 N of
i gmi tion is introduced.
d. Health Hazards and Protection. 	 The health hazards of 'LOX
are associated with its very low temperature.	 Contact of
the skin with LOX or equipment at LOX temperatures- can
cause an i ll j U ry resembling a burn.	 Oxygon ga s is not toxic,
but illhallltJoll Of very cold oxygoll tries Illa y c'allse i C1."itatioll-
of Me tipper I-espi 1"il.t (wy (i'sic"t.	 i).l ris of- M y body ;Iffe'cto(
by C( ►LILICt Witll -LOX SI IOLli(I I)( 1 i.illDW(Ii&I(VIy O',Ik d1 ill teI)i(I
watol . .	 Cle"l.il,	 l)r(ACCOVC ClOthilli.; til1d C(lllil)MVIlt SlielllI(I 	 )C'
uS C(l for LOX operations, Sllch IIS hard iat, flame-I)rooxf
:y^.. coveralls, cryol;ent-b approved gloves, chemical o;;iles or




	 DATE: October 27, 1967
1.6	 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM (Continued)
[,OX saturated clotlihig should be removed bolivatll -III t► cti.ve
.s"tfety shower, thorough washing•
 of -iffected 1%i i-ts c oiit ►Iliad,
, md lwonil)t 1110dical attOntioii s0cil1ht.
c y ,	 Fire l laza rds aiid Protection. LC;X or t t8VOLI.s Oayri(41 does
110t )urra, but vigorously supports c'catiibust o ►i. Normally,
it is not hypergolic with fuels. Liquid .fuels freeze when
mixed with LOX, and these mixtures are shock- sensitive
and can react with the violence of an explosion. Clothing
of personnel may become saturated with gaseous oxygen
which will make it extremely flammable and the affected
person will. become a potential human torch. It is th ere-
f ore nvc(!s i ► ry for l)ersoimvl wot-kint i ►i "rests (A high
oxygen c:onc'e ►atratioii to remove their outer lwo( `ciive
t; ► rn^c;nts ^cnd th()'i •ouglily acraty thc' rV ►lutini ►it; c•loil ► inz
hc;fure ^Li)laroachillg any source cif' ii.ni tcoii. Fire blankets
"lust not, be used to smother clothing•
 fires. The LOX sphere
area must be kept free of all. coiiibt^stible m^ terials . If a
fire results from a leak or flow of LOX, first shut off the
LOX supply, then extinguish fire with water.
l . 6.2	 OPERA'T'IONAL PRFItEQlilSI`?''ES
'Uhis sec.lioll lists the lwcess'al-y stcps to be k lcc ►a l y el'ure c'c^n
5icieni ion is giveia to We a(ALI<i.l Hllii!i cif the H14101 •e with 1,OX.
,S .' Jety ill cc ► nstruct_ic^n acid operut;ic }n.s dovs not happen by c•h^i ► wo,
but iS tlac ► • c!sult (al' cItreful planniiil of design, c iigi ►iverhi , a ► ui
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1.6	 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM (Continued)
to operations takeover. The operators must (11011 be fa ►lliliar with
the OI)erating PYoctAures, by ilunlerc)us dry M1118 nild study of the
r c'nc^ral I^rol^erti<>s, Safety Measures, rind harl yds of the nlater'ial
to be used. All valves, pumps, switches, etc. shall be tagged
and identified. A complete written Operating ProcOdUre shall be
posted at the site. Classroom and field training pro; rants should
be held by the Chief of Operations.
a. Determine that the materials and metals used in the system
are compatible with LOX.
b. Tha( the sl)here, lines, valves, and other egUil)111(1 11t ('0111it1y'
-	 in c on(act with LOX has been nl.idc hydroc'i1i•hon I't'ee .inn
ox,indned to determino it they are c onij) c iely free of
contamination.
c:.	 The entire system should be thoroughly c'heeked to asc erf"011
that all areas are properly vented. Special att ention S hould
be given to lines and areas in which LOX nlay be trapped
between closed valves. These areas should be equipped
with relief valves and/or rupture discs, designed so that
they do not discharge on any equipment.
d.	 rNie olectr .cal syste ►-n Should be checked to deternihio if
sparks -ind possible ignition of co n1hushh1e.'s'is pos.sihic,
G"00 i lruuu,5 NZ I)u I-gi r1t; and vaj)or t i,"11t f i xt ii I-c s 1lou lei be
ntiIiZed.
1-g




NUMBER: GP-278	 DATE: October 27, 1,967
•
1.6	 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOOK) SYSTEM (Continued)
e.	 The grounding system should provide a common ground for the
sphere, piping, bumps, vaporizers, trailer and tank car
unloading facilities, and long LOX pipe runs. The ground
connections should be checked poriodically for Continuity.
1'.	 Lines and Qcluipnl('rlt 8110u1ci bC (;NWICcct to elinlfilate pockets
or de,,td (ends existing. Thoso could ',1110w nl:itter to coll('ct.
-i nd prevent conlpleto drai ling., contti n) i ii"l till"). the system,
possibly Causing ignition.
;'.	 A complete, preventive maintenance: system should be
planned and set up to beep all equipment in first class
condition. Housekeeping must be proper. Regular monitor-
ing to determine contamination buildup i s desired.
11.	 Relief valves, flex hoses, and gauges ;should have identifi-
cation tags as to service and exact location, to prevent
future nnai.»tenance troubles.
i.	 Pequired fire rind safety e(lllit)111(`ilt should be at s ite i—eiidy
1'or use,.
j . Check for 1)ossil to cracics in cone rc [v loadin- 1),-Id.
_ic.
	
C:ofor coding, P.S.I. rAfiig•s, direction:ll flow ,tirrc)ws
should x. MI 'Ill linca.
L The railroad unloading siding' should be isolated by insu111.ted
sections from the main track and grounded. The siding will
be 'added at a later date.
1-1(1
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	 ItEQUIRERD SAFETY EQUIPMENT
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NUMBER: GP-278	 DAT E: OctoWr 27, -1967
1.6	 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM (Continued)
1.6.3	 SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
a.	 The NASA Safety Office will provide surveillance to insure
nmaximuni safely of personnel and ecluipinoiit.
h.	 The NASA Fire DClXLrhi1ei t 'will. provide adc'cluate f'il'e-
fil;lltillg (,ciuiptllenl and persoiniel during ,ill pli i ;es of LOX
sphere filling.
C.	 One fireman at transfer area with charg-ocl fire liose.
d. The dispensary will maintain required medical Support
(24-hour notice is needed).
e. The Security Office will provide security police as required
to set up road blocks and to prohibit unauthorized personnel
and equipment from entering the area.
a .	 02 portable dc^tec,tor.
1).
	 Approved fiLCC! shields or g0j,gles.
c.	 Clem ► flang e-retardant coveralls.
d	 Approved hard hats
e. Approved clean cryogenic-type gloves.
f. Clean leather shoes pant legs over shoe tops.
1 -1 l
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NUMBER: GP-27$	 DATE	 October 27, 1967
1.6	 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM (Continued)
1. 6. r	 PEIZSONN -;L CONTROLS
'A.
	 Adji1 ssloii to the LOX	 du 1• ing i'il'lilt ) opWl •.ti olls
will be lin led to osseilthil I)ersoiiiiel. This will be c olit •olled
by access list,
1. 6.6	 SAFETY OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
a.	 Notify support organization at least twenty -lour (24) hours
before starting time for the LOX sphere filling operation.
la.	 Test, and approve safety showers, eye wash, and water
delUgO systems for proper operaLi0)11. A char ed fire hose
shall be rcariy for use at tlic tralisl' t'1' i1 rc^a,
C'.
	
Cloall '1 -c"I 111(1 relliove dc'I)1.'l.: , coilibu5lill.lrs, aI d u im',cess.iry	
r
(!gLli.l)111 ('i1L aiid imaLer ial,
d.	 111sure that till personal vehicles are k ept a iiiiiiillii111 1 dis-
dance of 100 feetlroni the sphere.
C.	 Keep access roads open for emergency vehicle travel only.
f.	 Set up road blocks and position Eire truck and crew.
g, .	 Insure that all operating combustion engines are equipped
with flame and spark arresters.
h. Post signs conspicuously stating.;. "No s111oki11 0- or opcii lights,"
1 11 100-fool radius.
i. Bvl, rl • c st'l14iII	 fill, perlOI . 1>1 .I vi,su:ll illspec • iioill of lhices,
valve;, I.Iosc,5, c^lc^ . to i u5u rc^ l lie l :^. i`c^ ^^'c1c • Ic nc; t• lncl t cell.
Vlex hose Q
	g,111gC8, 1111d 1 . 01101' Villves ShOUld be list ( ,d -,is




NUMBER: GP-278	 DATE: October 27, 1967
1.6
	
	 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM (Continued)
.,4
j. Perform several dry runs with involved personnel and
equipment prior to fill operation.
k. Insure that all personnel involved in the loading operation
are wearing clean face shields or grc)glc's, hard hilts,
approved cryogenic gloves, flanncF-proofed (.overalls, and
c leait leadier footwear. A[ least two (2) nien shall be
1)1-VsC11t during the loading operation.
1.	 `brae tors equipped with spark arresters will spot t railers
and then move to safe area, check for oil leaks.
m.	 Stop loading operations while trailers are being spotted
until tractor moves to safe area.
ii.	 Chock trailer wheels after spotting prior to unloading.
Railroad tank cars shall have brakes locked and wheels
chocked. Nail "Stop" sign in place.
o.	 Trailers and railroad tai?1s cars shall not be moved into or
out cif area unless conini Lnded by Hie person in cliai• c,.
P.	 Attach Lrai lers • and railroad tame cars to approved
gro riding .systoin before connecting to 111.1 1111 iii fold.
q. insure that flexible hose from tra. lc 1 rs and railroad tae
cars to rill manifold is of sufficient length to provide slack
in hose.
r. Last minute check should reveal unauthorized personnel or
motor equipment, approaching thunder storm, or any other
hazardous conditions or sources of ignition. Safety signal
lights flashing amber,
S.	 11' all row.fitions have been sat:i:sfaclorily ic^complisl ed, the
H l I.i of , Opvl-atio,n may beg'iil.
1- 13
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1.6	 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN ( LOX) SYSTEM (Continued)
1.6.7	 SAFE,rY OPERATION PROCEIDUR
.1.	 I`lle Iwrsoil in chargo of operations shall make all opera-
tional decisions.
b.	 Tractor driver shall make complete circle of tractor
trailer, visually inspecting. same before movint; trailer
from loading area.
C.	 All spills must be immediately washed with copious amounts
of water.
d.	 ,Cf leaks develop during transfer of LOX,or other hazardous
conditions exist, transfer Just be stol)p0d until corrective
111(asures .Lre completed.
e.1.10X ;Lnd 02 (1-as vigorously :Aui)hcirc ('0111l)us6 . iti. It i
imlwrativc, Wat close watch be maintained for leaks ,Lied
Spills to prevent either from coming in c oiitact witli a
i
SOUrc e of ignition.
f. Avoid quick opening of valves. Manual valves should clever
he opened to maximum limits, they should be opened just
Iprior to maximum limits and then closed two turns.
g. Excessive tightening of hand valves can damage either the
plugs or seat. The resulting burrs could break off, causing
partial blocking of instrumCiit.Lti011. Also, sucli burrs ran
be file 901.11. 0 r Of i.l;ni OII, pcis ibl ,y (ILIV to HIP l)l`at I)I-oduc ed
by I'r. ic.i: on.
-	 -	 -
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a
1.6	 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR TI3E FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM (Continued)
R
11.	 Examination. of filters for cleanliness should be made
periodically. Records should be maintained as to their
cleanliness, replacement date, and contaminants found.
i.	 Never attempt to stop leaks by tightening flan ,'es or couplings
without ,first shutting• off the flaw of LOX aiid depressuriziiig
the Sy:iteni.
J ,	 It.ai lroad tanlC cars Shall not be 111 oved l llto of out of the
loud ►1g irea unless coninilaiided by the porsoii hi clitillo'e.
1.6.8	 SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS
a. LOX saturated clothing should be removed in an active
safety shower while continuing to wash affected parts,
followed by prompt medical attention.
b. Clothing exposed to high concentrations of 02 as should
be removed and aerated immediately. Persomiel should
not smoke or approach sources of ignition for 3 0 mil ties.
c:.	 No perSo^ ►ulol ,shtlll. be can or• under` tho sphet-v durin g	I
t1lMider storms.
d.	 Direct collttact with LOX or equipl emit at LOX teniper^1tures
can cause severe frostbite or buriis.
C.	 Smoking, open flames, or .other sources of ignition will not
be permitted within 100 feet of the LOX sphere.
f. Tools shall be clean and free from grease, oils, and rust.
g. Approved flashlights and lanterns shall be used in and
around operating area. A break in the case or lens will
void approval.
1-1 r
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NUMBER: GP-278	 DA-rE: October 27, 1967
SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM (Continued)
11. Insure that all lines from tho sphere are closed
off with the exception of these necessary for the ,till
operation.
i. Spills or leaks could. Create dangerous fire or explosive
hazard from concentrations of 02 gas in presence of
combustible materials.
j. Synthetic fibers and wool must not he worn by operators,
because of their static producing qualities.
k. Footwear with exposed Ilict 1.l such as halls, plates. etc.
S hall not, l)(! worti. 	 Steel conta cting the c otier(Av pad o r
co1L1111i1S (''9111 case, hot sp ll,'lts.
1. analyzer sllo lld be used to clieck for to ks.A portable 02 	 N
Ill. LOX, when contaminated, can be detonated by shock,
n. Personnel shall keep upwind from LOX spills.
o. Tractors that leak oil shall be kept out of LOX area.
P_ LOX should never be removed from sphere unless
provisions are made to maintain proper operating pressure.'
cl.	 The annular space pressure must be maintained at 2" water.
U
1 6. 9 	 SA FE"I'Y PERMITS
-Due to 010 Ila^ardous charac:toristics of (lie Ctiels WvO lvc (l on th e
Sabirn V Apollo Complex, close control of.niain(,c mile and
,t
COJIStruc;ti0II work on all storage tanks and allied ecl tipment
must be maintained. The control required to minimize the liazarcl
to personnel and to equipment is obtained by the system of
Safety Permits and Safety Tags
1-16
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SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPETtATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM (Continued)
The parson in charge of the equipment on which the work is to be
l)(?rforined must coordinate all projects in advance with the
persol)(s) charged with the rosponsibili(y for .Safety. Safv[y
pernflts will 1v isscrc;d by the Safety I+;oginc er Mid c o-siVned by
the 1)erson in charge of operations.
1. G 9. 1	 Scope. This procedure shall be used whenever construction,
maintenance, or repair work is to be performed in the vicinity
of the hydrogen, oxygen, and RP-1 fuel systems, other
flammable material, or inert gases and liquids. This will
_, s	 include but should not be limited to:r
i
	 ri .	 Burning, welding, soldering, chipping, grinding, or
drilling of concrete; grinding, sawing, or drilling of
RI cUi l . stud driving devices oml)loying explosive ehargt 5
and all excavation work.
1).
	
	 Entry into a tank, vessel, or any confined
space.
C.	 Opening of a pipe or vessel other than the norm,,al filling
or operation.
d.	 Any anticipated hazardous exposure of personnel to
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, helium (liquid or gas),, RP`-1
fuel, and any other fuel gases through normal or emer-
gency operations of process valves, controls, or instru-





	 CIATE; October 27, 1967
1. 6 	 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM (Continued)
1.6.9.2	 Procedure.
I
	 No work will be done if arty of tho c^om1itions noted iiiide
"Sc:OIX"' Oxist5 until a 9 #4—J 'ty 1)(1rcllit 11',1s l)VOI issUV(
1).	 The i>vr.9oiis iss u ing tl1V lWi-I11it will, physic'-Illy c lieck the
are-,i €Lld thc' VgUipin011t 1IlVOl.VCd (0 C1Vt. '1'illint' that tl1t'
work c ."III be (tone safely. It is nlcilldaLory, thereforo, that
Lhey be conipletely familiar with the dotails of the equip
merit, the flow, and work in progress or contemplated in
adjacent areas.
c .	 If Safety Tags (covered in the attached) are required to
isolate certain equipment or systems, the tag number will
lacy recorded on the Safety Permit and the permit will not
be issued until the tag(s) is in place. It is tho responsibility
of die originator tci insure that tli( egtdpinent, systeiii, ,ind
are-a lave fx.en c:onlpletely l>rc'parec fcal •
 thv work to be
pvrl 'o rill ed.
d.	 Any spechil precautions or instrm-Gons necessary to
perform ihc job in a safe in«nner will be noted on the
permit. All special clothing or equipment required will
be specifically noted.
C.	 The Safety Permit will be made out in triplicate and a
log made out of its existence and disposition.
f.	 The original copy will be given t.o the n <in, or supervisor.
ref the er(5w who will actually l)o doing the work. The first
copy will N, kol)t by Me or'ityi l"Itor, The Sr11`ety En- roper
will I -ec elve tho secolld copy.
i
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1.6
	 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERA'T'ION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM (Continued)
t .	 If, the work continues beyond 24 hours, a new pormit must be
i.sstied. The old permit must be returned to tho originator,
Instructions will be given to all re ieving persons. crews.
5upr.rviSOrs, etc. pertainin[; to thc % WOrk tai lacy csoiitinuVd.
The relieving,
 supervisor shall initial permit alter nstrue--
tions have beer, received.
11.	 The Safety Permit shall be considered to be active until it
has been, physically returned to the originator by the person
responsible for the accomplishment of the work. The permit
small be filled in and signed by the person or supervisor
responsible, stating; that the work is complete, inconiplt.-try,
or to be continued.
i
	 Once a Safety Permit has bean issued, (lie ori.;;i ator shill
periodically inspect tho work sits and th(, work in prop ress .
This Is to insure that all special precautions and instrurtioiis
are being complied with and that there are no hazards to
personnel or to equipment.
1. 6. 10
	 SAFETY TAG OUT PROCEDURES
1,.6.10. 1,	 Responsibility.
^^.	 The i)erson in charge of the area or enuipnient will be
rosponsiblo l'or issuanc;(,.
	
_ 1) .	 Responsibility for this procedure c.an b-., pa.55ed to
individuals responsible for the ecluipillcnt . 1 eslonsblc
persons must know the location of each tag, however.
31	 1-19
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1. 6 	 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM (Continued)
C.	 A 
log 
must be kept of each tang, number, location, and the
status. This information bo=nzes the responsibility of
each supervisor who relieves other supervisors. During
shift changes, the informati011 nIusi be reviewed by both at
the time cat relief.
d	 Persons having the responsibility must report violations of
this procedure through line organization iii order that the
disciplinary actions may be instigated or investigated.
1.6.10.2	 Procedure.
a.
a.	 The person having responsibility for the equipment and the
work to be done must determine the hazard both to personnel
,and equipment. He is to do this by a physical check of the
equipment, review drawings, flow sheets, specifications,
experience, or other means. Determination of the valvos
to be closed, or open (as vents), the ele,etrical switches to
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1. 6
	
	 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM (Continc ^;.t
NOTE
Tags are only the minim.uni require-
ment. There are no obj ections to
electricians, for example, to use
padlocks in addition to tags. Methods
for their safe removal must be initiated
by those in charge of the personnel and
equipment if padlocks are used.
	
b.	 After the valves, switches, etc. have been properly
positioned, tags shall be filled out completely, and
affixed to the equipment.
	
C.
	 The valve(s), switch(es), etc. must not be operated nor the
tags removed. except by the person(s) responsible for them
being attached.
I
	d:	 In case of electrical equipment being positioned in an "off"
condition, the person vvho is responsible must try the
electrical equipment to make sure the equipment is in a
"No-Go" condition.
	
e	 After the work is completed, the person in charge of the
work shall have a. check list of all men involved on the
jubsite and shall see that all men are properly instructed,
counted, and in the clear before the last tag is ^enioved.
1.Cr-T") st	 1-21
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1.6	 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE FILLING AND
OPERATION OF THE LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SYSTEM (Continued)
f.	 When the work has been completed and all workers are
accounted for and in the clear, the tags and safety permits
must be returned and properly listed and accounted for in
the log book. The system or portion of equipment being
worked on may then be activated.
g
	 Should the. job progress into the next shift, the inforrn,,ition
,.s to tho job progress and locution of Clio tags, etc, ninst
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Figure '1-1. LOX System Mechari
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Figure 1 -2. LOX System Electrica
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OATS October 27, 1967
SECTION II
PREREQUISITE TESTS
Prerequisite tests are contained in Volume I and
Volume II of GP-278, Prerequisites, Functional
Test Plan, Liquid Oxygen System, Launch Complex






	 DATE: October 27, 1967
SECTION III
FINAL COLD ALIGNMENT OF MAIN PUMPS (LPM-1) A106, A107 AND
REPLENISH PUMPS (LPN-2) Al26, Al27
3.1
	 OBJECTIVE
This test proves the capability of the liquid oxygen system
main pumps (LPM-1) A106 and A107 and replenish pumps
(LPM-2) Al26 anr' Al27 to withstand thermal shock and meet
manufacturers' cola alignment recommendations.
NOTE
This section consists of procedures for
two tests; (1) Final cold alignment of
main pumps (LPM-1) A106 1
 A107;
(2) Final cold alignment of replenish 1





C GC -TS 31'
NUMBER GP-278	 DATE October 27, 1967
3.2	 TEST EQUIPMENT FOR TESTS NOS. 1 AND 2
	 ;.
Quantity	 Description
	 Supplier	 Tool No.
NOTE
All equipment connected directly to the
LOX system shall be cleaned to
MSFC-SPEC-164, Amendment 414.
1 LOX storage area CCCo	 LTCB-4
checkout box (Ref Des
7612)
1 2 8vdc power supply NASA
1 110vac power supply NASA
1 ,.	 440vac power supply NASA
1 4,160vae power supply NASA
as reqd Tools, hand, non- CCCo
	
FTT-25
sparking, , for instru-
ment, electrical, and
mechanical use
t,Is regd Flanges, stainless 0000
steel, 14" and 10".
tapped to .fit 3 " Future-
craft adapters for
liquid nitrogen
2 Adapter, Futurecraft 0000
for liquid nitrogen, one
male and one female
1 Flexible hose section, CCCo
3" stainless,'"
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NUMBER: GP-278
	
DATE: October 27, 1967
SECTION IV




This test establishes the capability of the liquid oxygen
storage area checkout box electrical circuits and associated
pneumatic controllers to function within design parameters.
NOTE
The LOX storage area checkout box
(LTCB 4) is connected into the electri-
cal circuitry and functionally tested.
Valve operation and pneumatic
capability are Tested in conjunction












NUMBER: GP`-278	 DATE: October 27, 1967
4.2	 TEST EQUIPMENT
4.2.1	 GENERAL
Quantity	 Description	 Supplier	 Tool No.
6 K-bottle, GN2, 2, 000- CCCo FTKB-3
psi, conforming to A
MSFC-SPEC-234, fitted
with 0- to 750-psi regu-
lator assembly, 100-
micron air :filter, 6'
section of 5/16 1,  ID
flexible hose, with
appropriate fittings
1 LOX: storage area CCCo LTCU-4
checkout box (Ref Des
7612)
12 Flashlight, 5--cell, CCCo PTFL-43
heavy duty, vapo rproof
25 Tag, safety, DANGER.- CCCo FTST-45	 1
DO NOT OPERATE




2 sets Socket wrenches, non- CCCo FTSW-26
sparking, deepwell,
1211 through 2 11 , fitted





..,	 .•....+.'s;t'ax	 M	 Z'rr_'xw:+.e.;e.x$.r.a5-«Asy.f*!'3a3'r
NUM®PEA: GP-278
	 DATE: October 27, 1967
4.2	 TEST EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Quantity	 Description	 Supplier	 Tool No.
2 sets	 Wrenches, torque, 	 CCCo	 FTTW-27
with calibration
torque values of 0 to
1 1 200 in-lbs, 0 to 1,600in-lbs, 0 to 3,000 in-lbs,
0 to 3,600 in-lbs, size
range 1,/4" through 2"
1 set	 Wrenches, open end,	 CCCo	 FTW-28
nonsparking, size
range 1/4 11 through 2`t
1	 Thermometer,	 CCCo	 PTT-33




4 rolls	 Tape, pressure-sensitive CCCo	 F'TTP-39
adhesive, 4" wide conform-
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SECTION V






To prove the capability of the liquid oxygen system vaporizer
to pressurize the storage sphere ullage space, using the




Quantity	 Description Supplier Tool No.








10	 Tag, safety, DANGER- 0000 FTST-45	
R
DO NOT OPERATE- i
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NUMeEW	 GP-276	 DATE: October 27, 196'
SECTION VI
REPLENISH PUMP (Al26) PERFORMANCE 'PEST
6.1
	 OBJECTIVE
This test proves the capability of the liquid oxygen replenish
pump and tillage vaporizer t^ function within design parameters.
NOTE
The liquid oxygen vaporizer and pres-
sure controller will be used to pres-
surize and maintain the sphere ullage
j	 space at 10 psi.
The replenish pump shad be tested in
a closed loop to determine the integrity
of the motor, clutch, pump, bypass




Quantity	 Description	 Supplier	 Tool No.
25	 Tag, safety, DANGER; -	 CCCo	 ETST-45
DO NOT OPERATE
50 lbs	 Wiping cloths
	
CCCo	 FIUIWC_^11
CCC -TS -31 6-1
Pi' 
t Y:
N U M B E R I	 CAP-27 8	 DATE: October 27, 1967
0.2	 TEST EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Quantity
	 Description	 Supplier	 Tool No.
50	 Bag, plastic, heavy	 CCCo	 PTPB-42
duty 3 6" x 3 61'
4 rolls
	











	 Socket wrenches,	 CCCo	 FTSW-26
deepwell,
1/2" through 2 11 , fitted
with 1/2 11 heavy duty
drive and mating: ratchet
`	 2 sets Wrenches, torque, CCCv !'TTW -21
I with calibrated
torque values of 0 to 1, 200
in--lbs,	 0 to 1 1 600 in-lbs,
0 to 3, 000 in-lbs, 0 to
3, 600 in-lbs, size range
1/4" through 2"
2 Strobe light assembly, CCCo LTSL-9
with adjustable ri»n
indicator




r°`'bt1	 Y^`ry	 I	 *. 	 a3 ^Ye 
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, ar	 •^ '}i! ^"-"^__
	
^ __,mac, ecx7asl$-v`3caL	 X96^; u:wa 	 i,..ta9.'.a. 6'__:
.sv.a,i.tt .




	 DATE: October 27, 1967
6.2
	 TEST EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Quantity	 Description	 Supplier	 Tool No,





1	 Thermometer, 0 to
	 CCCo	 PTT-33
2120 F





2	 Nitrogen tube-bank	 NASA
trailer with 0- to 750-
psi regulator, fittings,
and hardware
1	 2 8vdc power supply	 NASA
1	 110vac power supply	 NASA
1	 440va,c power supply
	 NASA
v
1	 4, 160vac power supply
	
NASA
1	 LOX storage	 r	 -	 -  area check
	 CCCo	 LTCB 4
out box (Ref Des 7612)
2	 Test fixture consisting 	 0000	 LTF-100
of one 4 11 bottom-	 1
mounted, 0- to 800-
	 1
psig, gage mated to one 61'








,4,.... 	 r	 _
NUMBER: GP-278	 DATE: October 27, 1967
6.2	 TEST EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Quantity	 Description	 Supplier	 Tool No.
6	 K-bottle, GN2, 2, 000
	 CCCo	 FTKB-3psi, conforming to
MSFC-SPEC-234, fitted
with 0- to 750-psi
regulator assembly,
100-micron air filter,
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NUMBER: 	 GP -278 DATE: October 27, 1967
SECTION VII
REPLENISH PUMP (Al27) PERFORMANCE TEST
7.1	 OBJECTIVE
This test proves the capability of the liquid oxygen replenish
pump and ullflge vaporizer to function within design parzineters.
NOTE
The liquid oxygen vaporizer and pres-
sure controller will be used to pres-
surize and maintain the spher e ullage
space at 10 psi..
The replenish pump shall be tested in
a closed loop to determine the integrity
of the motor, clutch, pump, bypass




	 - Descriptiontiony	 p Supplier Tool No.
25	 Tag, safety, DANGER- CCCo FTST-45
DO NOT OPERATE




^  ;L4' p t X^ p `t ^`1 "
^




	 GP-27$	 DATE: October 27, 1967
7.2	 TEST EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Quantity Description Supplier Tool No.
50 Bag, plastic, heavy CCCo PTPB-42
duty 3 6" x 3 6"










2 sets Socket wrenches, CCCo FTSW-26
deepwell, 1/2" through
211 
	 fitted with 1/2",
heavy duty drive and
mating ratchet
2 sets Wrenches, torque, with CC'Co FTTW-27
calibrated torque values
of 0 to 1 1 200-in-bs,
0 to 1, 600 in-lbs,
0 to 3, 000 in-lbs, 0 to
3, 600 in-lbs, size range
1/4" through 2
2 Strobe light assembly, CCCo LTSL-9
with adjustable rpm
indicator
1 set Wrenches, open end, CCCo FTW-28
	 1




N UMB E R:	 GP-278	 DATE: October 27, 1967
7.2	 TEST EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Quantity Description Supplier Tool No.
12 Flashlight, 5-cell, CCCo PTFL-43
heavy duty, vapor-
proof
1 Thermometer, 0 to CCCo PTT-33
2120 F





2 Nitrogen tube-bank NASA
trailer with 0- to 750.•
psi regulator, fittings,
and hardware
1 28vdc power supply NASA
1 110vac; power supply NASA M
1 440vac power supply NASA
1 4, 160vac power supply NASA
1 LOX storage area check- C;CCo LTCB-4
out box (Ref Des 7612)
2 Test fixture consisting CCCo LTF-100
of ore 4" bottom-
mounted, 0- to 800-
psig gage mated to one 611
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NUMBER:	 GP-278
	 GATE: October 27, 19 67
7.2	 TEST EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Quantity	 Description Supplier r ool No.
6	 K-bottle, GN2, 2, 000 CCCa FTKB-3
psi, conforming to
MSFC-SPEC-234, fitted
with 0- to 750-psi
regulator assembly,
100-micron air filter,
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D ATE OcLobcr 27, 1967
SECTION VIII
MAIN PUMP (A107) PERFORMANCE TEST
8.1	 OBJECTIVE
This test proves the capal7ilty of the liquid oxygen plain pump
(A107) to withstand thermal shock, move into the recommended
cold alignment, and to pump liquid oxygen or an equivalent test
medium at 5, 000 to 7, 500 gallons per minute.
8.2	 TEST EQUIPMENT
GENERAL -
Quantity	 Description	 Supplier	 Tool. No.
10 Tag, safety, DANGER- CCCo FTST-45
DO NOT OPERATE
20 lbs Wiping cloths CCCo FTWC-41
20 Bag, plastic, heavy CCCo PTP B-42
duty, 3611 x 36"
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NUMEM14: p.:.278	 DATE; October 27, 1967
8.2	 'PEST EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Quantity






through 2 11 , fitted with
1/2" heavy duty drive
and mating ratchet
2 sets	 Wrenches, torque,
	 CCCo	 FTTWa-27
with calibrated torque
values of 0 to 1,200
in-lbs, 0 to 1,600
in-lbs, 0 to 3,000
in-lbs, 0 to 3,600
in-lbs, size range
1/4 11 through 21,
1 set	 Wrenches, open end,	 CCCo	 FTW-28
size range 1/4'
through 2,
12 Flashlight, 5-cell, CCCo	 PTFL=43	 1
heavy duty, vaporprool






2 Nitrogen tube-bank NASA
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Qu€anti ty	 Description	 Supplier	 Tool No.
Fr
1	 LOX storage area
checkout box (Ref
Ides 7612)
1	 28vdc power supply
1	 110vac power supply
1	 440vac power supply










The performance test of the liquid oxygen
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	 Description Supplier	 Tool No.
9.2
NUMBER GP-278	 DATE: October 27, 1967
SECTION DC
MAIN PUMP (A.106) PERFORMANCE TEST
9.1	 OBJECTIVE
This test demonstrates the capability of the liquid oxygen main
pump (A106) to withstand thermal shock, to move into the recom-
mended cold alignment, and to pump liquid oxygen or an equiv-
alent test medium at 5,000 to 7,500 gallons per minute.
This test also demonstrates the capability of the A106 punip and
A.293 valve to perform an alternate test run, using first a Heise
panel to establish, flowrate and discharge pr essure; provides a
procedure for setting up an A305 controller, and demonstrates









Bag, plastic, helavy	 CCCo





	 Tape, pressure-sen- CCCo FTTP-39












"^. @ ^ ^^,^
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NU MB ER: GP-278	 DATE: October 27, 1967
t
9.2	 TEST EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Quantity Description Supplier Tool No.




heavy duty drive and
mathig ratchet..
2 sets Wrenches, torque, CCCo FTTW-27
with calibrated torque
values of 0 to 1,200
in-lbs, 0 to 1,600 in-lbs,
0 to 3,000 in-lbs, 0 to
3,600 in-lbs, size range
1/4" through 2"




12 Flashlight, 5-cell, CCCo PTFL-43
heavy duty, vaporproof {
=1
6 Recorder, temperature, NASA
Minneapolis Iioneywell,
continuous recording
unit, Model No. 153x62-
N- 6ii-iii-16, or equiv-
atent,
2 Nitrogen tube-bank trailer NASA
with 0- to 750-psi regu-
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NUMB ER: 	 GP-278
	
DATE:	 October 27, 1967
9.2	 TEST EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Quantity	 Description Supplier	 Tool No.




1	 28vdc power supply NASA
1	 110vac power supply NASA
1	 440vac power supply NASA
1	 4,160vac power supply NASA
NOT;
The performance test of the liquid oxygen
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To verity the proper operation and :alignment of the service
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